A new portal is established in the inner city - an entryway into the new phase of Brisbane’s Future. This new portal is more than just a node within a complex urban network, offering a collective hub of interaction and culture for all types of people.

A glowing terrace landscape rises from the ground creating a multi-level sub-tropical destination comprising of the new metro station below, activated ground plane with an extension of the Grey & Melbourne street retail, a new bike storage facility and an elevated plaza and garden.

The terrace landscaping faces both ends of the site - a direct connection to Southbank/Convention Centre and Cultural Centre while the structure follows the existing datum as the existing South Brisbane Station to the South-East. The vaulted structure references the Grand Arbour and history of Docklands in Southbank.

The future of Brisbane is an exciting time for all; the NEXUS proposal hopes to capture the imagination and curiosity that lies within all to create something special for Brisbane.

A new connected hub for the people of Brisbane.